


The Lucas Automotive 

Bulb range

The Lucas bulb range consists of over 600 

references covering over 98% vehicle parc

Including applications for cars, motorcycles and 

commercial vehicles

Stocks in access of 3.5 million bulbs

Catering for retail and trade with a variety of 

packaging formats including single box, trade box 

and clam packs

Range of 24/7 long life bulbs available

Upgrade bulbs also available including Xenon 

50/90, Blue Lightning and Rally Blue



Standard 12v Bulbs

The Lucas Standard 12 volt bulb range covers every 
light bulb in almost any car including dip beam, main 
beam, indicators, repeaters, tail lights, brake lights, 
reverse lights, front and rear fog, side lamps and 
number plate bulbs.

As one of the UK's leading aftermarket bulb 
distributors, Lucas stocks in excess of 3.5 million bulbs 
with over 99% vehicle parc coverage and an unrivalled, 
reputation for quality and value.

Lucas bulbs are instantly recognisable as one of the 
automotive industry's most trust brands. With a 
heritage dating back to the earliest vehicles on Uk
roads and a commitment to continual range 
development, Lucas remains at the forefront of the 
automotive aftermarket.



High Intensity 

Discharge Lamps

HID systems provide 200% more light on the road than a 

standard Halogen bulb, unlike a standard bulb a HID system 

requires an electronic ballast to ignite the bulb creating a spark 

between two points.

HID headlamp burners produce between 2,800 and 3,500 

lumens (the measure of light output), from between 35 and 85 

watts at 12.8 volts compared to between 700 and 2,100 lumens 

using 40 to 72 watts on a standard halogen.

HID bulbs also have a average life of 2000 hours compared to 

the standard bulb which is between 450 and 1000 hours.

HID bulbs are designated a “S” burner or “R” burner, a “S” 

burner has a plain glass shield and are used in projector type 

optics where as “R” burners are designed for reflective type 

optics and have an opaque mask on certain parts of the shield 

to create the cut off boundary near the top of the low beam.



24/7 Long Life Bulbs

A range of bulbs suitable for situations that require 

lighting to be on at all times

Longer lasting bulbs for replacement of Daylight 

Running Bulbs

Headlamp and perimeter bulbs

Supplied in single or double retail clam packaging

12 volt and 24 volt bulbs



Replacement Bulb Kits

Drivers should always carry spare bulb kits for safety and legal 
reasons. The Lucas bulb kit range includes Replacement Bulb Kits 
and Panel Bulb Kits:

Contains top quality Lucas bulbs
Bulbs are ‘E’ marked for legal road usage
Supplied in compact, robust, bulb shaped containers
All kits come with a selection of blade fuses
Many kits contain two headlamp bulbs for vehicles with twin 
reflector headlamps
Lucas bulb kits cover an extensive range of modern car models
Carrying a Lucas bulb kit will help avoid unnecessary delay and 
inconvenience
Drivers should always carry spare bulb kits for safety and legal 
reasons
Essential for European motoring



Panel bulb Kits

A handy, organised selection of panel bulbs in a robust 
plastic container

Separate compartments for individual bulbs and an 
easy to follow inner label part number guide

Ideal for garage workshop use

Excellent for storage or display



Tacho and Panel Bulbs

Lucas offer an extensive range of Tacho and 

Panel bulbs in both 12v and 24v.



Lucas Performance 

Upgrade Bulbs

The Lucas range of performance upgrades will 

give your customer a wide range of versatile bulbs 

to improve vision, to change the look of their car 

or to stand out from the crowd.

Lucas performance upgrades are directly 

interchangeable with no wiring alterations 

required. All upgrade bulbs are ‘E’ approved, 

except for the off road Rally upgrades. 

Always replace bulbs in pairs to ensure optimum 

performance.




















